Listeners rapidly adjust to talkers' pronunciations, accommodating those pronunciations into the relevant phonemic category to improve subsequent perception. Previous work has suggested that such learning is restricted to pronunciations that are representative of how the speaker talks (Kraljic, Samuel, & Brennan, 2008). If an ambiguous pronunciation, for example, can be attributed to an external source (such as a pen in the speaker's mouth), or if it is preceded by normal pronunciations of the same sound, learning is blocked.
a b s t r a c t
Listeners rapidly adjust to talkers' pronunciations, accommodating those pronunciations into the relevant phonemic category to improve subsequent perception. Previous work has suggested that such learning is restricted to pronunciations that are representative of how the speaker talks (Kraljic, Samuel, & Brennan, 2008) . If an ambiguous pronunciation, for example, can be attributed to an external source (such as a pen in the speaker's mouth), or if it is preceded by normal pronunciations of the same sound, learning is blocked.
In three experiments, we explore this blocking effect in more detail. Our aim is to better understand the nature of the representations underlying the perceptual learning process. Experiment 1 replicates the blocking effect. Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrate that it can be eliminated when certain visual information occurs simultaneously with the auditory signal. The pattern of learning and non-learning is best accounted for by the view that speech perception is mediated by episodic representations that include potentially relevant visual information.
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Introduction
Listeners learn talkers' pronunciations: After even brief exposure to a talker with unfamiliar pronunciations, listeners correctly recognize more words from that talker (Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Clarke, 2000 Clarke, , 2002 Gass & Varonis, 1994; Maye, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2008; Weil, 2001) , and they recognize them more quickly (Clarke & Garrett, 2004) .
We are beginning to understand the cognitive changes underlying such learning. As listeners hear speech, they map each acoustic token onto its intended phonemic category. But the mapping is not always straightforwardpronunciations vary in their acoustic realization, so that two tokens of the same phoneme can be quite different. As listeners hear pronunciation variants, they learn the appropriate mapping from the sound to the intended phonemic category. Recent research suggests that as listeners learn this mapping, the category itself may be restructured to reflect the talker's pronunciations, improving subsequent perception of similar sounds (e.g., Dahan, Drucker, & Scarborough, 2008; Kraljic & Samuel, 2005 , 2007 Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003) .
An optimal perceptual system should be both stable and flexible. Two recent findings demonstrate an ability to learn pronunciation variants while maintaining stable percepts, and suggest that such stability is grounded in a system that learns selectively. Kraljic, Samuel, and Brennan (2008) demonstrated that a particular variant (a sound midway between [s], as in ''see '', and [ R ] , as in ''she''), normally learned by listeners, is not learned in at least two scenarios: First, the ambiguous pronunciation was not learned when it was preceded by normal pronunciations of the same sound (i.e., when listeners first heard a speaker pronounce words such as ''dinosaur'' normally, and then heard the same speaker pronounce additional words (e.g., ''Tenne?ee'') with a now-ambiguous [s]). Second, the ambiguous pronunciation was not learned when it could be
